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ABSTRACT

Complexity has turned out to be a great challenge in the manufacturing industry through the application of documentation, process flow, standardization and manufacturing activity. This study aims to identify the type of manufacturing complexity, to characterize how the industry manages and simplifies complexity and to make recommendation for industry to improve productivity via well-managed manufacturing complexity. Micro-Nano Precision Sdn. Bhd (MNPSB) is chosen for the case study. Survey and interviews were conducted and the respondents were the management team of MNPSB. Analysis was done to explore the data in detail and the data was interpreted in Microsoft Excel 2007 to categorize manufacturing complexities into three categories consist of most complex manufacturing activity, moderate complex manufacturing activity and least complex manufacturing activity. Each category of manufacturing complexity has different factors that contribute to the problem in manufacturing activities. Most complex has problem regarding with project planning due to lack of machine capacity and production rate to support customer demand. Thus, lead to high work in progress between processes. Moderate complex occurs due to high reject rate in quality control and inspection because of pressure of meeting dateline in a very short duration. Standard of procedure skip also leads to high rejection rate. Based on the case study, least complex was found in outsourcing. This is due to no problem was found regarding manufacturing complexity. Processes involved such as purchasing process flow went smoothly and documentation in supplier assessment was organized.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the background, objectives, scope and importance of the study. Besides, it briefly information about manufacturing complexity in Micro-Nano Precision Sdn. Bhd.

1.1 Background of Study

At present, manufacturing complexity is become multifaceted and has converted a new great challenge for industry. Manufacturing complexity occurred in every area of manufacturing activities such as manufacturing system design, total quality management, supply chain management, inventory management, project management, human resources and job design spreading across the organization silently without noticed and can be triggered as the malfunction of an manufacturing element. The mapping of interdependence between and among those elements, and measuring the metrics of the elements and their interrelationships, if elements are missing or defective, not properly interfacing or misaligned, or not performing correctly, then it is considered manufacturing complexity occurred.

The understanding about manufacturing complexity is essential to control the non-linear behavioursystem of production system to create a competitive, predictive and productivity manufacturing system. Behaviour of the system and issues are unpredictable such as behavior of machine and human can increase manufacturing complexity that comes with complicated issues in manufacturing activities. Unpredictable behavior of manufacturing system can cause lack of information and variety in aspects of manufacturing process, system and operation. Thus more
opportunities and information for the product, system or process will behave in
unpredicted manners while the systems operate, managing, designing and
anticipating resulting consequences facing difficulty because of manufacturing
complexity. Research needed for implementation of translating manufacturing
complexity into competitive advantages.

1.2 Problem Statement

Micro-Nano Precision Sdn. Bhd (MNPSB) is a tool fabrication company and an
original equipment manufacturer which fabricate product designed by customer.
Fabricated tools in the company such as trim and form, molding, cavity bar,
precision punches and tools, degate tools, die inserts, die sets, core and cavity
injection mold for plastic industry, jig and fixtures, automotive parts and machining
part. The company fabricate many types of tool consist of variety of design and each
types of tools was made through different process. The flow of production indicated
in Figure 1.1 starts with customer order and receiving of product drawing through e-
mail. Price quotation of product is determined concerned of the process involved,
material sourcing and delivery requirement. Order decision making based by
machine capacity and the capability of the company to produce the product. Material
purchasing implemented as the order accepted and product start to fabricate by
determined process. In production has internal inspection after each process to
control the quality of product while in progress. Person in charge has to monitor the
product for the product need to complete on time and in good quality. The
completion of product need to go through QC department for final checking and the
rejected part need to rework or dispose based on the quality of product. The good
quality product is packing and labeling and send for the delivery.
Pre observation has determined MNPSB has problem in fabricating product on time. The production took more time as expected to fabricate a product as shown in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2 show drawing quantity of the product that late on due date based by three main customers from June 2014 until August 2014 and these three customer give more profit to company. Total late outputs for customer 1 are 290 drawings, for
customers 2 are 46 drawings and for customers 3 are 161 drawings. Each drawing has different quantity of tools and product for each customer are different in design and made by different process which in conventional machine or automatic machine. The machine such as wire cut machine, grinding, CNC grinding, profile grinding, EDM machine, CNC milling, CNC turning and conventional turning are the machines involved in fabricated the tools.

![Figure 1.2: Drawing Quantity of Late Product Produced from June until August for Three Main Customers](image)

The problem found because of capacity planning in MNPSB and the reason due to lacking in determine the changeability of capacity levels by when and how much and deal with key work centre and all individual resources. The problem lead to the failure in forecast product families and individual product (Ceryan and Koren, 2009). It is critical for MNPSB to plan capacity requirement planning and determining when and by how much the capacity levels should change such as in circumstance of when customer demand more than machine capacity.

Managers and person in charge cannot organize sequence of processes appropriately because three main customers given more priority than other customers contribute to time waste also for other customers. The rework of rejected product is put on hold in order to process a much urgent products ordered by the main customers contribute to
the increasing of pending work in progress product but the product from main customer still late on due date. Process operators skip the product inspection in work in progress because many inspection tools lost inside the machine department and can increase the rework rate and consistently increasing the time waste for production indirectly. This problem is strictly need serious attention to solve the waiting waste on meeting the production dateline.

MNPSB have high product reject as shown in Table 1.1. Table 1.1 shows total reject for the process involved in production for three main customers from June 2014 until August 2014. Rejected product can be found before the process, while in process, after process and after QC inspection. There are two kind of inspection in MNPSB which are internal process inspection and QC inspection. Each process has different rate of producing reject and the reject consume of machine problem or human error operating the machine. Program reject occurs when programmer wrote inaccurate program in the automatic machine lead to the defect on the product. Assembly reject happened when the installation between tools parts is unmatched and will scratch the product. Total reject of 182 pieces in three month is high for MNPSB because the company is a precision company which takes quality seriously.

Table 1.1: Total Reject from June until August for Three Main Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Total Rejects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire cut</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small grinding</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big grinding</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC grinding</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile grinding</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC turning</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional turning</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC milling</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>182</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Problem detected in MNPSB is quality control and inspection because inspection is failed conform to requirements, fitness of purpose, degree of preference, measure of requirement of promises and degree of excellence and controlling all this things to meet specification and standard because QC staff skip the standard of operation in checking the product. This was due to chasing the due date while the quantity of product is too many and the tools for checking are difficult to find because of missing inspection tools in QC. The inspection tool is not positioned in appropriate place make the checking work difficult. QC staff also use sampling plan for checking but it is forbidden to use sampling plan because the MNPSB is a precision company which require the checking for all tools without skipping any of it. The purpose of quality control and inspection is to check and control the quality of product for use or purpose at the most economical level in aspect of design, manufacture and assembly to ensure procedures and controls at various stages is effective (Mohammed et al. 2013). The problem needs serious study to determine the solution for high reject in MNPSB such as make the QC staff follow the SOP of checking without affecting the time of the production because the total of reject related to the dateline of the production. More rejected product need a lot of rework which means more time wasted on the production which leads to the failure of the company on chasing the due date of the product.
1.3 Objective

i. To identify the types of manufacturing complexity.

ii. To characterize the industrial approach in managing manufacturing complexity in Micro-Nano Precision Sdn. Bhd.

iii. To make recommendation for industry to improve productivity via well-managed manufacturing complexity.

1.4 Scope

This study is conducted in Micro-Nano Precision Sdn. Bhd (MNPSB). It focuses more on study of manufacturing complexity in the aspect of quality; manufacturing system design, inventory management; supply chain and project management. Figure 1.3 shows the general view for scope of the study. For data collection, observation, interview, and questionnaire are used. The duration of this study is almost one year which started on July 2014 and ended on April 2015. The person involved in this study are HR executive, general manager, QC senior engineer, supply chain manager, senior technical manager, production manager, QC HOD and machining HOD. The result can be used as a reference for complexity study. The result may not applicable for other industry which have different business operation.